MR REZVANI WEARS: BLAZER,
TAILORED, ITALIAN BESPOKE,
TROUSERS, TAILORED, SHIRT,
BESPOKE TAILORS DIFC,
SNEAKERS, ADIDAS ORIGINALS
GAZELLE. SHOT AT ELEVATE,
VICEROY HOTEL, PALM
JUMEIRAH, DUBAI
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HOSSEIN REZVANI is the CEO and
designer of his self-named leading Persian
rug company. The carpets are entrenched in
Iranian culture, and Hossein Rezvani takes
this iconic household item and distributes it
on an international scale.
You could argue that, with a role
immersed in textiles and fabric design,
Hossein’s suave, chic style was written in
the stars. And indeed his approach to dress
echoes his approach to design. “I’d describe
my style as classic with a contemporary,
casual twist,” he says. “I don’t follow
fashion. I am a
strong believer in
THE RUG DESIGNER
personal style and
don’t follow quick
HOSSEIN
trends.”
Rezvani’s style
inspiration is a
testament to this
40, IRANIAN/ GERMAN,
philosophy. He
D E S I G N E R & C E O O F H O S S E I N R E Z VA N I
counts many of the
screen greats as an
influence over the years. “I’m a big admirer
of the cool dandy gentlemen league such
as Steve McQueen, Michael Caine, Roger
Moore and Sean Connery,”
he admits. Good choices, sir.
It’s no surprise to learn that he is also an
avid watch fan. “I’m in love with my Patek
Philippe Nautilus PP 5711, which was built
the year I was born.”
This is a man so well-dressed he says
he would happily sleep in a well-tailored
suit and loafers, and he counts a classic
blue shirt as his imperative wardrobe item.
“I couldn’t live without a blue shirt, it’s
essential. Teamed with chinos, jeans or a
suit, you can’t go wrong.”
We agree wholeheartedly.
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“Style is a very personal way to
express your thoughts, emotions
and feelings, which is the same
thing I love about designing”
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